In this letter, we report a site-specific self-assembly of nanowires during the evaporation of a colloid droplet of nanowires on nanoengineered superhydrophobic surfaces. The self-assembly of nanowires is achieved by the interactions between nanowires and the superhydrophobic surface engineered with sharp-tip latching nanostructures of micropillars, provided by the convective hydrodynamic flow and the receding three-phase contact line of the evaporating droplet. The experimental results show that the spatial density of surface structures, the relative dimension of surface patterns to nanowires, and the morphology of tip surface influence the self-assembly and alignment of nanowires on the evaporative superhydrophobic surface.
Nanowires are promising building blocks for nanostructures and nanodevices in nanoelectronics, nanophotonics, and nanobiotechnology. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] Precise arrangement of such nanomaterials into hierarchical orders on a large scale is critical for the practical applications. Although several strategies have been explored for the controllable placement of nanowires utilizing electric field, 7 magnetic field, 8 dielectrophoresis, 9 patterned biomolecular, 10 and microcontact stamping, 11 there are still limitations in the throughput, precision, hierarchical architectures, and compatibility of materials. Fluidic-based assembly techniques can provide high throughput. 12, 13 Combining such techniques with prepatterned templates furthermore allows simple site-specific assembly capability.
14 However, the yield rate of hierarchical self-assembly and the controllability of directional alignment along the template patterns have not been efficient for practical applications, requiring further fundamental studies on the mechanisms and the engineering of more efficient template surfaces for enhanced performance. In this letter, we demonstrate that, by utilizing hydrodynamic forces inside an evaporative droplet and the capillary forces of the contact line of a receding droplet, site-specific self-assembly of nanowires can be achieved on a specifically designed multilevel hierarchical superhydrophobic surface upon evaporation with a high yield rate for the self-assembly with controlled alignment. Figure 1 shows the schematics of the self-assembly process. When a colloid droplet of nanowires is placed on a superhydrophobic surface patterned with microstructures ͑micropillars in this study͒, a three-phase ͑liquid-solid-air͒ composite interface is configured on the tips of microstructures due to surface tension effects, and it prevents the wetting of the droplet to the bottom surface. 15 During the evaporation, the liquid inside a droplet circulates by the radial hydrodynamic flow caused by the nonuniform evaporative mass flux around the spherical droplet boundary as well as the Marangoni flow driven by surface tension gradients ͓Fig. 1͑a͔͒. 16 Such convective flows help to distribute dispersed nanowires over the surface and promote the contact between nanowires and the hydrophobic tip structures during the transport ͓Fig. 1͑b͔͒. The receding droplet also facilitates the distribution and alignment of nanowires along the surface patterns by dragging them with the meniscus capillary force ͓Fig. 1͑c͔͒. 14 The nanoengineered spike structures on the tip of micropillars further provide the mechanical constraint to latch the nanowires and prevent them from being pulled away by the recirculation flow ͓Fig. 1͑b͔͒ or the receding droplet motion ͓Fig. 1͑c͔͒. Consequently, the nanowires are held and self-assembled on the tip structures during the evaporation process, and they can connect the pillars ͓Fig. 1͑d͔͒. ated on silicon substrates by using photolithography and a deep reactive-ion etching ͑DRIE͒ process at cryogenic temperature ͑−100°C͒ ͓Fig. 2͑a͔͒. The nanosharp tips were engineered by regulating the temperature effects on the profile of a photoresist layer that was used as an etch mask in the DRIE process. Three micropillar patterns were designed, having the same diameter ͑5 m͒ and height ͑15 m͒ but varying pitches ͑10, 15, and 25 m͒, denoted as P10, P15, and P25, respectively. Such hierarchical pillar structures on silicon substrate were then coated with a monolayer of 1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorodecyltrichlorosilane to render superhydrophobicity. Nickel ͑Ni͒ nanowires synthesized by electrochemical deposition through a nanoporous anodized alumina membrane were also prepared for colloid droplets, 14 suspended in de-ionized water ͑10 5 nanowires/ ml͒. The average length of nanowire was controlled to be ϳ17 m ͓Fig. 2͑b͔͒ in order to investigate the effects of relative dimensions of nanowires to surface patterns for the assembly process. The colloid droplet of nanowires ͑4 l͒ was evaporated on each superhydrophobic surface in ambient room temperature and pressure. The nanowire colloid was agitated by sonication before the test to ensure dispersion. No external magnetic field was applied during the experiment to exclude any significant ferromagnetic effects of Ni nanowires on the selfassembly process. 17, 18 During the evaporation, the initial heterogeneous wetting ͑Cassie-Baxter͒ state 19 is prone to collapse to a homogeneous wetting ͑Wenzel͒ state 20 due to the increase of internal Laplace pressure of the shrinking droplet, resulting in the loss of a dewetting air layer between the droplet and the surface. 15 Such wetting transition makes the self-assembly process ineffective. Hence the wetting transition, which will induce a significant change of a droplet profile ͑i.e., a sudden decrease in contact angle with an increase in contact diameter͒, 21 was monitored during the evaporation by using a goniometer system. Figure 3 shows the measured initial contact angles, the critical contact angles at the onset of wetting transition, and the durations of the heterogeneous wetting state for each superhydrophobic surface sample. The result shows that a denser array of micropillar patterns is more stable to support the heterogeneous superhydrophobic wetting state longer, which provides more time for nanowires to settle down and self-assemble on the tip structures during the evaporation.
After complete evaporation, the samples were inspected with a scanning electron microscope ͑SEM͒ to examine both the overall deposition and individual self-assembly patterns ͑Fig. 4͒. A circular deposition pattern of uniformly distributed nanowires was observed on each surface sample ͓insets in Figs. 4͑a͒, 4͑c͒, and 4͑d͔͒ . On a P10 sample, all nanowires were assembled on the spiky tips bridging adjacent micropillars with good alignment along the grid direction ͓Fig. 4͑a͔͒. Figure 4͑b͒ shows the detail of a self-assembled single nanowire connecting two micropillars. On a P15 sample, only a few nanowires were sitting on the tip structures, and most nanowires were randomly deposited on the trenches among the micropillars ͓Fig. 4͑c͔͒. On a P25 sample, there is no nanowire assembled on the top of microstructures ͓Fig. 4͑d͔͒. Figure 5 shows the yield rates of the site-specific assembly on the tips and its alignment along the grid direction for each superhydrophobic surface sample, measured by image analysis of three SEM pictures of different locations. The results reveal that when the pitches of the micropillars are smaller than the length of nanowires ͑e.g., on P10 and P15 samples͒, nanowires are more prone to stay on the tips connecting micropillar structures. However, if the pitch is larger than the dimension of nanowires, no nanowire is assembled on the tips. The lower assembly yield rate on a P15 sample than on a P10 sample is because of the shorter duration of a heterogeneous superhydrophobic wetting state on the P15 sample ͑ϳ1300 s on the P15 sample, as opposed to ϳ5380 s on the P10 sample, as shown in Fig. 3͒ , which would reduce the probability of nanowires' contacting and being latched onto the tip structures during evaporation. It should also be noted that when the dimensions of nanowires and the pitches of patterns are comparable ͑e.g., on a P15 sample͒, the alignment rate of the assembled nanowires shows the best value. When nanowires are much longer than the pattern pitch ͑e.g., on a P10 sample͒, they are more prone to connect the tip structures diagonally than perpendicularly, and it reduces the alignment rate. Compared to our previous work, 14 the yield and alignment rates of the assembled nanowires are significantly enhanced. It is attributed to the nanospike structures on the top of micropillars, which provide the critical mechanical constraint to latch the assembled nanowires.
In conclusion, this letter has demonstrated that welltailored superhydrophobic surfaces can direct the sitespecific self-assembly of nanowires in a controlled evaporation process with high yield and alignment rates. The relative dimensions between nanowires and surface patterns, the duration of Cassie-Baxter heterogeneous superhydrophobic state, and the roughness of structural tips are critical factors for the efficient self-assembly of nanowires in the evaporative mode. This self-assembly approach using superhydrophobic template surfaces can be applied to a wide range of functional nanomaterials, enabling customized architectures of assembled nanomaterials for advanced nanomaterialbased devices and systems such as nanoelectronic, optical, and magnetic devices/sensors. 
